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Big ups to Phoenix Jones, 
the leader of Seattle’s Rain City 
Superheroes. Instead of just 
getting beat up by thugs, he’s 
actually apprehending people! 
Time for Missoula to follow the 
lead: Garden City Guardians, 
ASSEMBLE!
Backhands to ESPN for 
hiding our beloved football 
playoffs on some unreachable 
network called “the Internet,” 
then moving it to pay-per-view. 
Garbage! Next time our con-
gressmen get involved (and 
they did), they should also re-
mind the network to feature 
more beach volleyball. Just ... 
because.
Big ups to caffeine for mak-
ing tests, hangovers, papers 
and all other walks of college 
life bearable, if not rushed. I 
had seven triple lattes today, 
Mom!
Backhands to wolf hunters, 
who are far, far away from hit-
ting the quota in a season that 
ends at the end of December. If 
you’re going to beg the govern-
ment to let you shoot at dogs, 
then at least go do it!
Big ups to the 90 mph 
winds blowing through Utah. 
It makes our dream of a Mor-
mon remake of The Wizard of 
Oz that much more attainable.
Big ups to the end of the se-
mester. Let’s all take a moment 
to reflect on what we’ve… Ah 
hell, let’s just party all through 
the winter. See you next Friday 
(x8), Griz.
This semester I have encountered an array of bees, bras, breast 
feeding, cats, dogs, clowns, pie, dead animals and deceased people. 
With each job shadowed I asked myself: could I do this for a living? 
Often, I squealed and said yes, but I have my own unique profession 
that monopolizes my time.  
I am a small business owner designing feather jewelry. Using 
thread, I wrap each feather individually on a hook by the same tech-
nique utilized in fly-tying.   I received my first tying advice from my 
dad, and consequently named the business after him: “Not Your Fa-
ther’s Flies”. Now my kitchen table is overtaken by five pheasant, four 
duck wings, three dozen peacock eyes gazing up over four rooster 
saddles, twenty packs of red, pink, blue, olive, and brown chicken 
feathers, two Ginny hens and one ringing cell phone.  Friends will 
come in, sit down and begin handing me hooks and metal jewelry 
clasps they found burrowed in my carpet or their naked heel.
Like all small businesses it started with a small idea: I wanted to 
make earrings by fly-tying to represent my new Montana passion for 
fishing. In the summer of 2010 I started small, working the People’s 
Market and being carried in a few local boutiques.   Now my jewelry 
line is carried in a dozen stores in two states and shipped worldwide 
online.  I often refer to my business as my “child”— appropriately 
so.  Without any planning I find myself raising this little infant busi-
ness that terrorizes my apartment, interrupts my sleep, and needs 
constant attention, especially this month.  The UC Holiday Art fair 
is Friday and Saturday, leading me to work around the clock, with 
one five-hour break to sleep. My productive alter ego is a bitchy boss 
ordering me to turn down all invitations and evenings out in order 
to work.  I feel like a young, tired single mother pointing my finger 
and scolding my little business, “I never asked for you.”
But the work of motherhood is worth the moments when my child 
starts walking, proving its independence.  I see my feathery creations 
worn to concerts, film festivals, and at Dead Hipster.  It is a humbling 
experience having a small part in a woman’s graduation, wedding or 
art walk on First Friday.  I tug on my date’s arm and whisper, “that’s 
my baby over there.”  The earrings catch the air and flutter at me to 
say they’re having fun.
At the end of a long day, it is nice to arrive home, sit with a pot of 
tea and meditatively tie earrings.  My baby is growing up, getting 
its own website in the coming year for bulk orders from businesses 
around the nation.  But unlike other parents, no matter how big my 
baby gets I will never be an empty nester.
lindsay.sanders@umontana.edu 
Linds will shadow a different niche job each week, participating as 
much as possible to learn the ins and outs of odd professions.
Cover photo by Sally Finneran
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A noon forum hosted by the 
University of Montana Sustain-
ability Center supplied two pan-
elists Thursday for students and 
community members to pepper 
with questions about the school’s 
proposed woody biomass boiler 
plant.
The planning for the plant, 
estimated to cost $16 million, has 
not been devoid of hitches. The 
University has had difficulty 
securing a fuel supplier for the 
plant and environmental groups 
have appealed the plant’s air qual-
ity permit that the Missoula City-
Country Health Board approved 
on Sept. 16. An air permit must be 
secured before the biomass plant 
plans can move forward.
Yesterday’s forum was the first 
of a number of events continuing 
next semester that will be look-
ing into the details of the biomass 
plant. In this introductory forum, 
Ben Schmidt, the air quality spe-
cialist for the City-County Health 
Department, spoke alongside 
UM’s Associate Vice President 
of Administration and Finance 
Rosi Keller. On short notice Keller 
stood in for Vice President Bob 
Duringer, the scheduled panelist 
and the project’s lead organizer.
Having to prepare her presen-
tation last minute, Keller said she 
would speak primarily about the 
goal of sustainability at UM, of 
which the biomass plant is one 
part. She cited other projects on 
campus that reduce UM’s carbon 
footprint, like the solar panels on 
the Todd Building and the UM 
FLAT, and replacing clothing 
washers and driers in resident 
halls.
“Why are we doing this?” 
Keller asked the audience. “We’re 
doing it because we must be re-
sponsible leaders in reducing our 
carbon footprint.”
Schmidt explained the history 
of the air quality permitting pro-
cess for UM’s plant from the time 
the permit was filed to the most 
recent air permit appeal, which he 
said would be decided at the air 
pollution control board meeting 
Dec. 15.
The audience posed questions 
to the panelists by writing inqui-
ries on index cards, which mod-
erators then read aloud. Many 
questions pertained to the emis-
sions released by burning wood 
compared to burning natural gas. 
Schmidt said burning wood re-
leases more particulate emissions 
compared to natural gas.
“Natural gas is the world’s 
most perfect fuel,” he said after 
the forum. “When burned, it only 
Biomass forum encourages discussion
Hannah J. Ryan
Montana Kaimin
releases water vapor and carbon 
dioxide. Wood is much more 
complex, so it’s naturally going 
to have more emissions. But who 
knows what will happen with gas 
prices?”
Jim Burchfield, dean of the Col-
lege of Forestry and Conservation, 
said forums like this raise ques-
tions that show how complex the 
project is. Whether this is a carbon 
neutral project is a good question, 
he said. Do the economics work 
out?  How do we produce sustain-
able energy and how long can we 
depend on natural gas? He said 
these are all issues to face. 
He thinks forestry students 
should be more vocal. They’re be-
ing careful, he said, but their jobs 
are being discussed.
Nearly half of the 40 people 
who attended were members of 
the student group, UM Climate 
Action Now.
“If this proposed plant goes 
through, which it seems like it 
will, we are concerned with the 
overall sustainability of the plant,” 
said Aleta Jokisch, a senior study-
ing biology and president of UM 
CAN.
Two of her biggest concerns 
with the plant are its questionable 
economic stability and whether 
or not the fuel source can be rea-
sonably obtained. But Jokisch said 
the University has been especially 
inclusive with UM CAN, inviting 
them to meetings and considering 
their concerns.
“We don’t feel left out from 
what’s happening in Main Hall,” 
she said. “These forums are great 
and we’ll continue asking ques-
tions throughout the process.”
hannah.ryan@umontana.edu
www.MONTANAKAIMIN.com
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Bodies seem to move in sync 
on the makeshift dance floor at 
Sean Kelly’s Public House. As the 
name would suggest, hipsters in 
skinny jeans and oversized glass-
es are around the bar, but there 
are non-ironic tee-shirts, baseball 
caps and even a girl dressed as 
Ke$ha — the night is for everyone 
looking for an escape from what-
ever the week brought.
Nearly every Thursday for 
the past four years, DJs Mike Gill 
and Christopher Baumann throw 
down a unique top-40-yesteryear-
hits-electronic mix with more 
than enough bass. 
“I’m that drunk kid who really 
likes music who has a hold of your 
iPod at a party,” said Baumann. 
“We emphasize the ‘sing-a-long’.”
The Missoula staple began at the 
Palace and was able to move up to 
the Badlander just six months after 
starting up. It wasn’t supposed to be 
a big deal — just some friends get-
ting together to let loose.
Dead Hipster’s photographer 
ICONICversus
DEAD HIPSTER: 
a little something 
for everyone
Abi Halland started as a regular 
before she approached Gill and 
Baumann about party photog-
raphy, popular in big cities like 
L.A. and New York. From there, 
Baumann said Dead Hipster took 
off — DH-goers would take the 
photos from the group’s Flickr 
photostream and tag their friends, 
something the DJ says increased 
attendance tremendously.
Word traveled quickly and 
soon, Bauman says he noticed that 
people would refer to Dead Hip-
ster in context and everyone knew 
what they were talking about.
“It’s like a cultural part of Mis-
soula,” he said. “It’s a ‘thing’ and I 
like that.”
But the Badlander couldn’t last 
forever. When the bar was closed 
for a week last June, Dead Hipster 
temporarily took over Sean Kel-
ly’s to keep the party going. Bau-
mann said the change of scenery 
was nice and when the pub asked 
them to become regulars, they 
couldn’t refuse. Switching venues 
slowed Dead Hipster at first, but 
as the year draws to a close, it’s 
back in full swing.
University of Montana senior 
Kari Clark can’t decide if she is 
going to Dead Hipster. She is sup-
posed to meet a friend, but her 
roommate Cristiana Richardson 
DEAD HIPSTER
FOUR YEARS OLD
VENUE: 
Sean Kelly’s Public House, 
130 W. Pine St..
HOURS: 
10 p.m. til 2 a.m. every Thursday
COVER: 
$3, 10-11 pm, $3 two for one 
DRINK SPECIAL: 
$1 wells and $2 PBRs
MUSIC: 
Top 40, electric, hip-hop, 
80s and 90s hits.
PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Abi Halland, flickr.com/
photos/deadhipster/
DJs: 
Christopher Bauman-
nand and Mike Gill
SIGNATURE: 
Pouring shots of flavored 
vodka into people’s mouths
Lizzy Duffy
Montana Kaimin
won’t hear of it.
“The drinks are cheap and us 
college kids are not financially sta-
ble,” she explained. Clark laughs, 
weighing the idea of going down-
town and mentally going through 
her closet.
“You don’t have to dress up,” 
Clark said. “I wear a cute dress or 
sometimes jeans and a nice top.”
Regardless if the pair ends up 
at Sean Kelly’s or not, the doors 
open and the drinks start pouring 
at 10. The line flexes out until 11 as 
everyone tries to get in for the two 
for one cover of $3.
One of the DJs is fully engaged 
with a laptop, which lights up his 
face as he chooses the next song 
and also moving to the sounds 
with the crowd. Halland bobs on 
the speaker and effortlessly snaps 
shots of the crowd. Some couples 
break into smiles and others are 
caught in the moment, as if Hal-
land’s camera doesn’t exist.
“Get up front and do your 
thing,” Baumann said. “Abi’s par-
ticular talent that works so well is 
she is able to capture expressive 
moments in a very natural way.”
The trio’s Flickr page is over-
run by thousands of pictures in 
vibrant colors of the good, the bad 
and the ugly, but in a tasteful way.
“There’s that tipping point 
when people are loose, the night 
has gone on long enough that they 
commit themselves to getting on 
the dance floor,” Baumann said. 
“It always takes a certain amount 
of encouragement in the form of 
drinks to get out there and start 
dancing.”
elizabeth.duffy@umontana.edu
Photo courtesy of Abi Halland
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IRONIC
PREHAB: 
eclectic and 
electric
Thursday is undeniably the 
new Friday, so before the week-
end hangover hits, the Bad-
lander hosts Prehab, a dance 
party so epic you might forget 
you have class in the morning. 
“This is the place to dance 
— this is where the dance floor 
is,” said UM alum Karl Jones.
It all started the first Thurs-
day of August this year. Dead 
Hipster, long time the Thursday 
night staple at the Badlander, 
packed up and moved to Sean 
Kelly’s (see Ms. Duffy’s story). 
Prehab filled the dancehall’s 
void with new DJs, a new name 
and the same old debauchery, 
faithfully photographed and 
uploaded to Flickr every week.
The feel is similar and the 
drink specials are the same — 
with the addition of $1 PBRs 
— and the entrance fee is a dol-
lar cheaper. The real difference 
comes down to the music, the 
crowd and the space. And, of 
course, the catchy name, cour-
PREHAB
SINCE AUGUST 2011
VENUE: 
The Badlander, 208 Ryman St.
HOURS: 
9 p.m. til 2 a.m. every Thursday
COVER: 
$2, or free with promo coupons
DRINK SPECIAL: 
$1 wells and $1 PBRs til midnight
MUSIC: 
Electric, eclectic, club and hits.
PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Ashley McKee flickr.
com/photos/prehab
DJs: 
Kris Moon and Hotpantz
SIGNATURE: 
Keeping it fresh
tesy of former prehab DJ Jim-
my Nasset (DJ James Two).
One of Prehab’s DJs, Kris 
Moon, has been spinning for 18 
years  — half his life. He said he 
keeps the regulars happy by play-
ing new styles and songs, but gets 
the other half dancing by playing 
something they might have heard 
on the radio that day. 
“I have a pretty wide palate 
of sound, so I don’t just play 
one or two main things,” he 
said.
Songs range from club and 
pop remixes, with a sprin-
kling of dubstep and hip-hop 
throughout the night. Always 
though, Moon said, the goal is 
to make the crowd move.
“That’s the skill you can’t re-
ally teach,” he said. “You just 
have to learn, as far as reading 
a crowd.”
The Badlander is a space that 
begs to get filled with sweat 
and cheap spilled drinks. The 
dance floor is sufficient for 
a horde of hundreds of dry-
humping youths, though the 
awkward entrance area — right 
at the bar — can make standing 
in line half of your night if you 
don’t order in bulk.
Last night, the scene was 
typical. At press time there 
were handfuls of early arrivals 
gathered at tables and on the 
couches, preparing their livers 
for the night to come. Opener 
DJ hotpantz spun slower hip-
hop mixes — reflective of the 
atmosphere, she said. 
But the floor usually fills by 
11 or 11:30, bartender Frankie 
Jordan said, if the night goes as 
planned. 
“One night they (Dead Hip-
ster) will be blowing up and 
the next week it’ll be us — it 
just goes back and forth,” he 
said.
Jordan said the crowd is di-
verse, but there is something 
different from the Dead Hip-
ster days of yore. 
“You have the Hipster loyal-
ists and you have the kids who 
really like Kris Moon DJing,” 
he said. “It’s the same but dif-
ferent, I don’t even know how 
to explain it.”
brooks.johnson@umontana.edu
Brooks Johnson
Montana Kaimin
Tim Goessman/Montana Kaimin
Patrons of the Badlander dance during  Prehab on Thursday night.
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ON
THE
TOWN
Check out Willem Volkersz’s 
sculpture “Childhood (Lost)” 
at the Missoula Art Museum 
while Dolce Canto fills the air 
with music. The a cappella 
group will begin its perfor-
mance “Gaudete: A Celebration 
of the Season” at 6 p.m.
The Angel Band’s Ellie Nuno 
and Stuart Williams will make 
Sotto Voce’s customers want to 
First Friday
getting missoula into the christmas spirit
dance, with their unusual com-
bination of the fiddle and the 
concertina. The music begins 
at 5:30 p.m.
Voted Missoula’s best musi-
cian by the Independent, John 
Floridis will play in Brooks 
and Browns at the Holiday Inn 
from 6-9 p.m. Free wine will be 
served at the beginning of the 
guitarist’s show.
Live music will accompany 
Melissa Lent’s exhibit “The Si-
lent Interaction” at Hunter Bay 
Coffee. Lent’s collection of pho-
tographs displays traditional 
photomontage processes.
 
GETTIN’ IN THE SPIRIT
The work of Iranian chil-
dren’s book author and illus-
trator Rashin Kheiriye will be 
on display at the Dana Gal-
lery’s Holiday Art Show. The 
exhibit, called “To Be a Wom-
an,” features simple, collage-
like paintings of women.
The Clay Studio of Mis-
soula kicks off December with 
a Holiday Exhibition and sale. 
Browse a variety of ceramic 
work by local artists and Clay 
Studio residents to find the 
perfect gift.
Jewelry, paintings, prints 
and other gifts made by local 
artists and crafters will be sold 
at the Handcrafted for the Hol-
idays event at Lambros ERA on 
North Higgins Avenue.
Get in the spirit at A Carou-
sel for Missoula, where a holi-
day art show will feature work 
from carousel volunteer artists. 
The carvings and other works 
of art will be on display and for 
sale — with proceeds to benefit 
the carousel and the Dragon 
Hollow play area — through 
Christmas.
GETTIN’ DOWN 
WITH WILDERNESS
Winners of the University of 
Montana Wilderness Associa-
tion’s annual Wilderness Pho-
tography Contest will be on 
display at The Break Espresso. 
The 13 winning photographs 
will make up the 2012 Montana 
Wilderness Association Calen-
dar, which will be on sale at the 
event.
More pictures of Montana’s 
wild places will grace the walls 
of The Dark Room in the Wil-
derness Institute’s collection 
of wildlife and landscape pic-
tures.
OTHER THINGS TO SEE
Laurel’s own Jessie McGee 
will show her collection of 
paintings at Zootown Brew. 
McGee, who turned to art af-
ter a 2007 brain injury, paints 
interpretations of her own pho-
tographs.
Sports fans can take a break 
from all the artsy-fartsy stuff 
at Computer Central, where 
sports artist Dan Stromme will 
show his “Painted Jerseys” col-
lection. Custom orders for the 
sports memorabilia art will be 
taken at the event, which goes 
from 5-7:30 p.m.
See what Montana used to 
look like at Montana Art and 
Framing’s “Artful History Re-
productions,” a collection of 
maps from the state’s territorial 
days and beyond.
A group effort from local 
artists Steven Krutex, Jona-
then Marquis, Brandon Rein-
tjes and Travis David Smith is 
The Brink Gallery’s December 
exhibit. Called “Reshuffle,” 
the display features a variety 
of mediums representative of 
each artist’s style.
emily.downing@umontana.edu
 
Emily Downing
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This is the last issue of the 
Kaimin for 2011. See you after 
winter break. Until then, keep 
checking in at: 
www.montanakaimin.com
It’s Thursday night, and the growler lane in the Myrtle Street Kettle House stretches to the door.
All signs point to beer — full bar stools, 
the sound of glasses, beer-drinkers loud in 
conversation leaning in just to hear the per-
son next to them and clinking their glass-
es together to celebrate the end of another 
work day. 
Kettle House’s brewery taproom is one 
of four in Missoula. All are packed with the 
sound of happy ale-hounds who like their 
beer locally made and fresh from the brew-
er’s taps. 
Every small Montana town has a saloon 
or two — even Belt, a town of 633, has a mi-
cro-brewery.
Breweries are now a staple on Montana’s 
street corners and distilleries are starting to 
follow suit, transitioning from the backs of 
liquor-loving minds to the storefront.
In 2011 businesses in Coram, Big Fork, Bill-
ings and Corvallis began distilling spirits 
from vodka to whiskey, and now Montanans 
operate 28 breweries and eight distilleries. 
And their numbers continue to increase. 
The United States now has 394 distill-
eries and 1,759 breweries, and only Vermont 
hosts more breweries per capita than Mon-
tana, said Tony Herbert, executive director 
of the Montana Brewers Association. 
With two industries that rely on local 
grain production and a state that grows 22 
percent of the barley produced in the coun-
try, it’s no small wonder Montana’s distill-
eries and breweries are successful. 
As impressive as the state’s alcohol in-
dustry may be, it’s nowhere near pre-pro-
hibition numbers. Back then, Montana sup-
ported 80 breweries.
Post-prohibition laws make it hard. Until 
1999, breweries in the state couldn’t sell beer 
for consumption on their premises because 
of a law passed in the ‘30s. Today, small 
breweries can only sell three pints per cus-
tomer and big breweries can’t sell any. 
In 2009, the Montana Brewers Associa-
tion was able to push through legislation 
for stronger beer. New laws nullified the 
1933 legislation that declared any beer with 
more than 8.75 percent alcohol by volume a 
liquor. Brewers now can make beer up to 14 
percent, so Montanans don’t have to go to a 
state-run liquor store to buy those beers.
In 2005, it became legal to run a micro-
distillery, but licensing hold-ups prevented 
the first distillery from opening until 2008. 
As of this legislative session, distilleries can 
sell 1.75 liters instead of one liter of product 
for off-premise consumption.
For all the hard work it takes craft-alco-
hol makers to even begin producing, it’s a 
wonder they can start selling, let alone con-
tinue. But they do.
Each establishment is unique. 
There’s no map for starting and selling 
alcohol. 
There’s no chart for being successful. 
These entrepreneurs do it the old-fash-
ioned way, true to Montana-style  — with 
hard work, some guessing and a lot of ex-
perimentation.
BOOZE AND BREWS
By Camillia Lanham
Sally Finneran/Montana Kaimin
B ottles line up like foot soldiers three feet above the warehouse 
floor. They clink together 
impatiently, the air heavy 
with the scent of beers that 
will soon fulfill their pur-
pose in life.
At a speed of 500 bottles 
per minute, Big Sky Brew-
ery’s bottling line sterilizes, 
fills, caps and labels before 
popping the bottles into six-
pack carriers and cases that 
roll down to a waiting em-
ployee.
He stacks pallets full be-
fore shuttling them to the 
walk-in cooler where cases 
stand in line for late-week 
pick-up and distribution. 
They could end up anywhere 
from California to Michigan.
“We kind of wanted to be 
a big regional brewery and I 
think most Montana brewer-
ies start out wanting to be 
much smaller,” said Neal 
Leathers, co-founder and 
Clear glass bottles are filled with barley-col-ored bourbon, three at 
a time. For a brief moment the 
smell of hand-crafted booze 
leaks from open tops as they’re 
pulled off and corked by vol-
unteer laborers.
While “taste-testing” 
RoughStock’s whiskeys is their 
reward, the volunteer bottlers 
take turns signing bottle labels 
as a testament to their hard 
work. 
The bottling party is part of 
the legacy RoughStock imparts 
onto the rest of Montana’s dis-
tillers. They were the first in 
the state to tip-toe the craft-
president of Big Sky. “Those 
first couple of years were re-
ally stressful, but once we 
got above water we never 
looked back.”
Last year, craft brewers 
in Montana sold 88,000 bar-
rels of beer and Big Sky sold 
almost half that. This year, 
their sales will be more than 
40,000 barrels. 
Sales are up 16 percent 
this year over last. Leath-
ers said they usually see a 
growth rate of 5 to 8 percent 
a year. 
Sales have grown so much 
this year because they lis-
tened to their customers, 
Leathers said and added new 
beers to their line-up — lim-
ited release beers like Slow 
Elk Oatmeal Stout and spe-
cialty beers like Old Bluehair 
Barleywine.
“We were getting that 
question, ‘What’s new?’” 
Leathers said. “It has really 
helped us out a lot where the 
THINK BIG
GRAIN’S
VALUABLE ADDITION
distillery line in 2008, breaking 
ground in an industry that had 
yet to grow roots.
“A lot of it was guessing and 
trying to figure out how to do 
this,” said owner Brian Schultz. 
“The hardest thing, bar none, 
to do is to get your product out, 
get it sold and have someone 
buy it again.”
After coming up with a solid 
whiskey, Brian and Kari Schultz 
realized that even though they 
were ready, Montana wasn’t. So 
they toured whiskey festivals 
from San Francisco to New York 
and got their product in front of 
people who would buy it from 
them and sell it for them.  
gaps were on seasonals.”
They found gaps between 
the Summer Honey and win-
ter Powder Hound selling 
months. A temporary lull 
in sales is no longer an is-
sue, and Big Sky is growing 
quickly.
In 2003, Big Sky moved 
from a 5,000-square-foot fa-
cility behind Osprey Stadium 
to the current 40,000-square-
foot facility off Airport Drive. 
The building was custom de-
signed to accommodate ad-
ditional growth. The brewery 
has doubled production since 
moving in. They purchased 
a new bottling line, added a 
canning line and Leathers is 
talking about needing a big-
ger walk-in cooler for storage.
Their only original piece of 
equipment is the brew kettle, 
which they run in 24-hour 
shifts, six days a week. And, 
just like the old days, they still 
can’t sell a customer a pint of 
beer in their tasting room.    
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Empty bottles cruise along Big Sky Brewery’s bottling line where they are filled with beer, labeled and capped.
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Pendleton-style bottles are filled with Montana whiskey in sets of three by RoughStock’s hand bottler. Volunteers can sign up on its website to help 
RoughStock bottle its whiskey. 
Big windows looking out on uptown Butte also show the view inside — 
a distillery in the making. 
One whose owners are tak-
ing the pains to try and scrape 
antique carpet glue from the 
blue and white tiles of what 
was a car dealership’s floor 100 
years ago.
The only clue in the room 
that hints at the soon-to-be dis-
tillery is a small test distiller on 
a metal table. It’s surrounded 
by mason jars full of a clear 
liquid that smells of alcohol, 
huckleberries and juniper.
John and Courtney McK-
ee plan to open the doors of 
Headframe Spirits in less than 
a month. It’s been a 22-month 
project, and they plan to take 
their products all over the 
world. 
For the McKees, the Pinky-
and-the-Brain idea behind it is 
simple. It’s all about marketing.
“We have a marketing com-
pany,” John McKee said. “We 
just happen to make hooch.”
They will start with a bour-
bon cream liqueur, Orphan 
Girl, named after a historic 
Butte mine. It’s the liquor in-
dustry’s version of a niche 
product.
“No one has that,” he said. 
“Most of the distributors won’t 
even look at your vodka be-
cause the market is so flooded.”
Selling a quality product is 
a no-brainer, and distilling is 
something McKee has expe-
rience in. In fact, he distilled 
bio-diesel for Bio-Source Fuels 
based in Butte. He was laid-
off two years ago when the 
economy went south and his 
company was forced to sell its 
refineries. 
He thinks bad legislation 
regulating the bio-diesel in-
dustry killed his company. 
This year he helped draft three 
pro-distilling bills for the legis-
GRAIN’S
VALUABLE ADDITION
THERE’S NO 
MARKET WITHOUT 
LEGISLATION
lative session because he want-
ed to make sure the same thing 
doesn’t happen to Montana’s 
distilling industry. 
Two of his bills passed. One 
enables distillers to sell more 
product to customers for off-
premise consumption. The 
other lowers state warehousing 
fees for small distillers if they 
use Montana grains in their 
product.
McKee pulled out the third 
bill before taking it to com-
mittee because the Montana 
Tavern Owners Association 
opposed it. The bill would have 
changed the amount of booze 
distilleries can pour for tast-
ing room customers from two 
ounces to five.
The MTA also opposed and 
successfully killed the Brew-
ers Association bill that would 
have shifted taproom hours of 
operation from its current 10 
a.m. to 8 p.m. so they could op-
erate from noon to 10 p.m.
“It’s the law that’s made us 
strange bedfellows,” he said. 
“All places that are naturally 
co-dependent on one another.” 
While Montanans warmed 
to the idea of having their 
own whiskey, the Schultzes 
were already selling their first 
product, “Montana Whiskey,” 
on both coasts.
“The word ‘Montana’ has a 
lot of pull in the marketplace,” 
Brian Schultz said. “It’s got two 
words that go together.” 
Now Montana makes up half 
of their sales, which are about 
6-8,000-proof gallons a year or 
30-40,000 750 ml bottles. 
They’re still small com-
pared to the Jack Danielses of 
the world. But they’ve grown 
enough to move into a bigger 
facility, bigger equipment is on 
the way, and RoughStock has 
added three new whiskeys to 
its line-up. 
The growth their distillery 
has experienced is not surpris-
ing to the Schultzes.
He said the whole reason 
whiskey’s here is because it 
was a great way to preserve 
excess grain after the harvest. 
After all, 28 bushels of grain 
can fit into one bottle of whis-
key and it can sit on the shelf 
for years without going bad.
Both Schultzes grew up 
in agricultural areas of Mon-
tana and  saydistilling whis-
key is the perfect way for 
them to pay homage to it. 
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Pendleton-style bottles are filled with Montana whiskey in sets of three by RoughStock’s hand bottler. Volunteers can sign up on its website to help 
RoughStock bottle its whiskey. 
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Headframe Spirits’ distillery dog Wiley waits while Courtney McKee tries 
to find a gin she distilled with Huckleberries. The McKees are still test distill-
ing to perfect the final liquors they will offer when they open in four weeks.  
O ne person dips an aioli-coated spoon into tomato dust while another tops their 
forkful of morel mushroom polenta 
with a piece of Parmesan.
All 35 people at the Brewer’s Dinner 
carefully personalize every bite of their 
main course, but everyone finishes it 
with a sip of Bitterroot Brewery Munich 
Hellesboch. And all turn to their neigh-
bor to talk about how it tastes, what 
works and what doesn’t.
Beer and food pairing dinners are 
$55. They happen quarterly at the 
Hamilton brewery and fill up fast. 
“People are discovering that beer 
goes with food even more so than 
wine,” said manager Nicole Mus-
burger, who is also owner Tim Bozik’s 
daughter.
Dinner is one of the perks of having 
a brewpub.
Bitterroot added the restaurant in 
2004, seven years after opening. Mus-
burger said she’s happy with how far 
it’s come.
“The kitchen was more of an acces-
sory in the beginning,” she said. “And 
now we’re in a pretty equal and symbi-
otic relationship.”
They are one of five or six breweries 
in the state that serves food. Some bar 
and restaurant owners say it’s illegal for 
a brewery to serve food.
FOOD AND BEER,
In fact it’s completely legal, Mus-
burger said. Breweries aren’t allowed to 
own retail licenses, so how they serve 
customers is limited. The brewery can 
only serve 48 ounces of beer per person 
and the restaurant closes when the tap-
room does  — at 8 p.m.
Tamarack Brewery in Lakeside has a 
restaurant in its taproom, too. They also 
serve hard alcohol, don’t have a pint 
limit per customer and are open later 
than 8 p.m. The owner of the brewery 
is different than the owner of the res-
taurant, so Tamarack isn’t subject to the 
same rules as Bitterroot.
While licensing limitations may 
hinder potential sales for the brewery, 
they’re the same rules all Montana 
breweries must abide by. But when 
visiting most breweries, after a couple 
of beers the patron might leave to find 
food. At Bitterroot they don’t have to, 
and for Musburger that’s the best part.
It creates an atmosphere for people 
to meet, more so than just a brewery. 
With food, people feel more comfort-
able having a second beer or bringing 
their family in for dinner. 
“We’re small; we’re local. It’s some-
thing my dad’s always talked about,” 
Musburger said. “Being a local en-
tity and supporting local business-
es and local culture is important.” 
A LOVE STORY
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Bitterroot Brewery located in Hamilton opened in 1997 and added a restaurant in 2004. 
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Carl Warych sets finished orders out for servers to deliver at Bitterroot Brewery. 
Bitterroot was the first brewery in the state to add food to their taproom.
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Customers at Bitterroot Brewing in Hamilton sit down to enjoy a beer or food, 
and in some cases, both.
A t 2 p.m., the doors are unlocked at Blackfoot River Brewing in Helena and the line of growl-
er-toting patrons that forms is reflect-
ed in the wooden bar.
Customers wait patiently for their 
turn, filling up their glasses with 
special brews that can only be  found 
flowing from a Western Montana tap. 
When Brian Smith, Brad Simshaw 
and Greg Wermers opened Blackfoot 
River Brewing in 1998, they wanted it 
to be a community-based company fo-
cused on producing unique beers only 
available on draft.
Flavor is important to the Blackfoot 
crew, so, unlike most breweries in the 
state, they don’t filter or pasteurize 
their final product. Filtration takes 
away taste components (like yeast) 
that add to a beer’s taste and feel. It’s 
one of the reasons they don’t bottle. 
“You have to brew differ-
ently to bottle,” Smith said. 
“It’s a philosophical thing for 
us.”
Their “brewer’s reserve” beers are 
the only kinds they do bottle — just 
500 25-ounce bottles at a time, 4 or 5 
times a year. 
To get your hands on the precious 
few, you still have to visit the Helena 
taproom. These specialty brews are 
usually barrel-aged and, although 
they’re $15 a pop, they leave brewery 
PURE BEER — 
NOT FILTERED, 
NOT BOTTLED
shelves as quickly as they arrive.
Blackfoot brews 3,300 barrels of 
beer a year, which Smith said is per-
fect for the facility they have. If they 
grew much bigger they would have to 
move facilities and that’s not an option 
for Blackfoot right now. 
Along with more traditional op-
tions, Blackfoot also brews two or-
ganic beers,   which makes them the 
first and only certified organic brew-
ery in the state. The Organic Pale Ale 
and North Fork Porter are made with 
the goal of reducing chemicals used in 
agriculture. 
But it’s not easy to do. The options 
for certified organic malts and hops 
on the market are limited, so Black-
foot can’t brew the same range of 
beers organically that they can non-
organically.
“We make a lot of different styles of 
beer,” Smith said. “That’s part of who 
we are.”
And the diversity of beers means 
a diversity of drinkers. The brewery’s 
location in downtown Helena makes 
it a convenient stop for locals on their 
way home or people just passing 
through — and Blackfoot’s customers 
like it that way. 
“It’s more than a taproom,” says 
Mike Casey, a taproom regular whose 
favorite Blackfoot beer is the IPA. “It’s 
a community center.” 
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Kim Dale talks with a customer while she washes glasses.
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Customers drink at the bar at Blackfoot River brewing.  The two-level taproom is 
significantly bigger than the brewery’s first location, but still fills up with people looking 
for a good beer in a community-oriented place.
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Taproom manager Kim Dale pours beers for customers at Blackfoot River Brewing.  Blackfoot beers can only be found on draft in Western Montana.
H ints of fennel and anise waft above an open, cop-per-topped pot-still.
Canning jars and plastic totes 
filled with herbs like angelica root, 
wormwood and coriander line one 
end of the metal shed.
Using a small kitchen scale and 
a hand-written recipe, Julie Leg-
ate patiently weighs the remaining 
nine herbs that will join the others 
to make Ridge Distillery’s absinthe.
It’s distilled in a small metal shed 
across the garden from their house, 
hidden between the trees and be-
hind two feet of snow in the hills 
west of Kalispell. 
“We were drawn into it for the 
same reason most people are — we’d 
heard the myths,” he said. “How can 
a beverage become so vilified that it 
becomes banned in countries? So, 
the bad boy in me has to find out 
why.”
Wormwood, the herb also 
known as artemisia absinthium, 
THE DEVIL’S DRINK
contains a neurotoxin called thu-
jone. Thujone is only dangerous 
when taken in huge amounts, he 
said. And the amount found in 
wormwood is insignificant.
Nonetheless, absinthe was ac-
cused of having hallucinogenic-
drug-like properties at the turn of 
the century, he said. Therefore Ab-
sinthe was banned in the United 
States, Switzerland and France in 
the early 1900s.
Absinthe was illegal to produce 
in the United States until 2007. The 
Legates began distilling their ver-
sion of the product in 2009, two 
years after the legalization They 
infuse a 90-proof pure spirit from 
Kentucky with an herbal concoc-
tion that took months to perfect.
Ridge is one of 12 absinthe dis-
tillers in the United States and the 
only one in Montana. They are 
small and like it that way, selling 
700 proof-gallons a year. This way, 
they are still able to harvest enough 
of Montana’s wild wormwood to 
make their product.
Ironically, even though absinthe 
isn’t absinthe without it, wormwood 
makes up only a small fraction of 
the herbs in the drink.
“Absinthe definitely has a dif-
ferent buzz,” Jules said. “But it’s not 
about the buzz, it’s about the herb 
bill.”
It’s the anise. The fennel. The 
hints of coriander. They dance on 
the tongue waiting for the brain to 
catch up to their flavors. It’s unlike 
anything you’ve ever tasted. 
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Julie Legate adds carefully weighed amounts of angelica seed to the herb 
mixture already steeping in the 90-proof spirit that is the base for Ridge Dis-
tillery’s absinthe.  
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It’s simple. Win, and keep 
moving on. Lose, and the sea-
son is over.
Every game is now a life-or-
death situation because we’ve 
reached playoff time.
The University of Montana 
football team’s season will ei-
ther continue or come to an 
abrupt halt Saturday when it 
hosts the Central Arkansas 
Bears at Washington-Grizzly 
Stadium. 
Central Arkansas (9-3, 6-1 
Southland Conference) de-
feated Tennessee Tech 34-14 in 
the first round of the Football 
Championship Subdivision 
playoffs on Nov. 26 behind se-
nior quarterback Nathan Dick’s 
319 yards and two touchdowns 
passing. Dick added another 
score with his legs to lead the 
No. 15-ranked Bears, who are 
competing in the FCS for just 
the fifth year since making the 
jump from Division-II in 2006.
“They are a multiple, very ath-
letic football team,” second-year 
UM head coach Robin Pflugrad 
said. “Central Arkansas is going 
Playoffs to feature bear fight
FOOTBALL
Court Weston
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to be an excellent opponent.”
Pflugrad, who was named 
the Big Sky Conference Coach of 
the Year, and the No. 5-ranked, 
fourth-seeded Grizzlies come 
into Saturday’s game riding a 
seven-game winning streak.
Montana (9-2, 7-1 Big Sky) 
earned a first-round playoff 
bye after its 36-10 win over ri-
val Montana State in its regular 
season finale on Nov. 19 in Boz-
eman, which gave the Grizzlies 
an automatic berth into the FCS 
playoffs. This year marks the 
18th time in the last 19 seasons 
Montana will participate in the 
postseason.
Pflugrad credits much of the 
recent success to sophomore 
starting quarterback Jordan 
Johnson, who battled injuries 
earlier in the season.
“Jordy was extremely 
healthy against Montana State 
and I think that showed up,” 
Pflugrad said. “He also was ex-
tremely healthy against Weber 
State. Those were probably our 
two most efficient games on of-
fense.”
Montana will need Johnson 
to stay on his feet and remain 
healthy, but the team will face a 
defense it has never seen before, 
as Saturday will mark the first-ev-
er meeting between the schools.
Leading that unfamiliar 
defense is junior linebacker-
safety hybrid Seth Allison. The 
5-foot-11, 198-pounder from 
Stuttgart, Ark., leads the Cen-
tral Arkansas defense with 100 
tackles, including 14.5 for loss-
es and four sacks.
“He’s their playmaker,” 
Pflugrad said of Allison. “He 
reminds me of a little bigger 
Timmy Hauck as far as the way 
he plays and runs around.”
Hauck, a former UM safety 
who played with the Grizzlies 
from 1987-89, went on to play in 
the NFL for 13 years.
Regardless of Montana’s 
ultimate goal of winning a 
national championship, who 
is playing on the other side of 
the ball or whom certain play-
ers may resemble, Montana has 
one duty: to win this game.
“A win over Central Arkan-
sas would be huge,” UM junior 
running back Dan Moore said. 
“I’ve been to a national champi-
onship, and I’ll never forget it. 
It was amazing. All of us that 
have been there are definitely 
hungry to get back. But we’re 
not looking past Central Ar-
kansas. They’re this week.”
The Grizzlies should be well 
prepared, as they have had two 
weeks to ready themselves for 
the Bears, as well as “heal up a 
little,” Pflugrad said.
“We do have a few players 
still banged up a bit,” the UM 
coach said. “The momentum is 
back and you want to keep that 
going. Some of it leans toward, 
‘let’s go play the game,’ and 
some toward getting healthy.”
One player who has experi-
enced more than his fair share 
of injuries is Moore, who was 
sidelined for four weeks with a 
second-degree tear in his right 
knee’s MCL earlier in the year. 
He returned in a big way as 
the 5-foot-11, 235-pounder ran 
for 116 yards and a touchdown 
against the Bobcats two weeks 
ago.
Moore said the Central Ar-
kansas game film has allowed 
the team to gain a better un-
derstanding of how to attack a 
tough Bears team that has won 
eight straight, including last 
week’s playoff victory.
“They’ve got a real solid de-
fense,” Moore said. “They have 
a couple big guys in the middle 
and they have a really good 
middle linebacker. It should be 
a really good matchup.”
Game film can only help 
a team so much, so Montana 
is looking to take advantage 
of its home field advantage. 
The Grizzlies are 27-6 in home 
playoff games in their history, 
including 17-1 in the playoffs 
during December in Missoula.
In addition to playing with a 
home crowd behind his team, 
Pflugrad is hoping Mother Na-
ture helps out as well.
“I think we have some posi-
tives with our crowd,” he said. 
“And hopefully our weather 
turns as cold as humanly pos-
sible. That, with some leader-
ship senior-wise, should put us 
in pretty good shape.”
The “bear fight” will kick off 
at 12:05 p.m.
mark.weston@umontana.edu
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Redshirt freshman Billy Reader (50) goes up for a shot against University of 
San Francisco on Thursday night at Dahlberg Arena. USF won the game 65-62.
The Griz basketball team gave 
up a 12-3 run to close the game 
and was thwarted on a last second 
3-point attempt, which resulted in a 
heartbreaking home loss to the Uni-
versity of San Francisco Dons, 65-62. 
Montana head coach Wayne 
Tinkle, who discussed his team’s 
struggles to close out games in 
Tuesday’s press conference, chalked 
this loss up to another learning ex-
perience.
“It’s a lesson for a team that’s a 
little bit immature early in the sea-
son,” he said.
The team showed some confu-
sion in its final two possessions 
of the game.  With 19 seconds left, 
point guard Will Cherry drove the 
lane and threw up an off-balanced 
layup that was blocked by the 
6-foot-7 Don forward, Cole Dicker-
son.  After a quick foul by the Griz 
to stop the clock, Dickerson went to 
the charity stripe, shooting the first 
end of the double-bonus.  
Dickerson missed the first and 
sunk the second, giving the Griz 
a three point deficit to overcome 
with 16 seconds remaining.  The 
Grizzlies passed the ball into the 
corner of the court and struggled to 
set up any sort of play.  Selvig ulti-
mately fired a desperation 3-pointer 
San Francisco too much for Griz
Kyle Houghtaling
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through a double team that banked 
hard off the glass.
Montana left a time-out on the 
table.
“We were just a little bit in a fog,” 
Tinkle said.  “We just kind of froze 
in the back court, we were going to 
try to push and get to the rim and 
they did a nice job of taking that 
away.”
San Francisco recovered the er-
rant shot and launched the ball 
down the court to expel the remain-
ing time.
The Griz were unable to stop a 
fervent comeback from the Dons. 
Over the last 3:40, San Francisco 
shot a perfect 5-for-5, which was 
capped by sophomore guard Cody 
Doolin’s layup to take the lead with 
35 seconds remaining.  Doolin’s 
11th point of the contest would be 
the difference.
“I have good teammates and 
they stretched the defense out be-
cause they’re shooters,” Doolin said. 
“Sometimes you’re the open man 
and I just went down there and 
made the layup. It felt great.”
The crushing loss over-shad-
owed an excellent performance 
by the Griz senior forward Art 
Steward.  Steward shook off some 
early turnovers and turned in a 
double-double for the Griz, leading 
the team with 17 points and 10 re-
bounds.  He added four blocks for 
good measure.
“We had to challenge (Steward) 
because (he) was a little too care-
less with the ball and made some 
defensive mistakes and we weren’t 
sure we could leave him in there,” 
Tinkle said.  “In a timeout in the 
second half it totally relaxed him 
and he played like he was capable 
of playing and he was a big reason 
we were able to come back and get 
that lead.”
The Griz fell behind 38-30 to 
start the second half, partially to 
Steward’s folly.  He turned the ball 
over twice and tallied a quick foul. 
Fortunately San Francisco wasn’t 
able to capitalize, and Steward 
atoned for his mistakes.
He dropped six points over the 
next 10 minutes, including the lead 
changing bucket, to put Montana 
back on top, 52-50.
Unfortunately it would not be 
enough, as the Dons would go on a 
run of their own to close the game 
and hand Montana their first loss at 
Dahlberg arena this season.
“It’s horrible, it’s the worst feel-
ing,” Steward said.  “You feel like 
you have the game and then all of 
a sudden they come back, fighting, 
fighting, fighting, and then they’re 
up and now were fighting, trying to 
get back, and it’s too late.”
Montana will be back on the 
hardwood on Sunday against Or-
egon State in Corvallis, Ore.
kyle.houghtaling@umontana.edu
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The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their 
best judgement and investigate fully any 
offers of employment, investment or re-
lated topics before paying out any money.
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$1.40 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.50 per 5-word line/day
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Lost and found ads may be placed 
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can 
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepay-
ment is required. Ads may be placed at 
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email: 
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
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     FOR RENT 
Weekend cabins 30 minutes away from 
Missoula. $45-65/night. Rock Creek 
Cabins 251-6611.
Room for rent in Lolo. $400/mo. Utilities 
included. Fun loving female. Will have 
own room. Living space shared with 
student, mom/child. 
Call Robyn 406-498-4887
      FOR SALE
Stocking Stuffers: lots of inexpensive fun 
toys. The Joint Effort. Holiday Village 
Shopping Center. 1918 Brooks St.
New Hookahs; lots of shisha, two sizes 
of charcoal. The Joint Effort 1918 Brooks 
Street. Holiday Village Shopping Center.
Scales, Scales, Scales; low prices! The 
Joint Effort. Holiday Village Shopping 
Center. 1918 Brooks Street.
     PERSONALS
Stop smoking/chewing for the New Year. 
Start planning now. CHC 112. Free Help
I SUPPORT TOBACCO FREE UM “The 
last thing I want to do is breathe a puff of 
secondhand smoke in beautiful Montana.” 
- anonymous UM student
      SERVICES 
Reliable pc/laptop repair. Voted best of 
Missoula 2011. Student discounts! 136 E. 
Broadway Computer Central 542-6540
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Empty glasses sit on the bar at Bitterroot Brewing.
PARTING SHOT
